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The student desiring information on various works of art
has found himself much handicapped. Valuable material exists
upon these suhjects hut much of it lies hidden away in art period-
icals, poorly indexed, or not indexed at all and in books, the ar-
rangement of which is a drawback to any degree of speed in the
work.
These being the facts, an attempt has been made in this
thesis to bring together such material and to arrange it in a way
which would be readily understood and quickly used,
'^he field covered is necessarily a limited one, being
confined to the works of only five of the grea Trench artists of
the 19th century-, viz., Corot, Daubigny, Millet, Rousseau, and
Troyon.
The material used has been only that possessed by the
University of Illinois library with the exception of vols. 7-13 in-
clusive, of the Magazine of art, which were borrowed from the Lib-
rary of Congress for the purpose.
Under each painter the arrangement is a simple alphabet-
ical one by the name of the painting, entr^^ being made under the
Jilnglish form of the name unless the French form is better known.
Fany of the works have borne several different names and here too.

2.
the aim has "been to enter under the most familiar form with cross
reference always from the forms not used.
When possible the date of the painting and its present
location have been given. But many of the pictures have belonged
to individuals and have passed with great frequency from one col-
lection to another so that authorities have differed much on this
point. In these cases, decision has been based, sometimes upon
the rank of the authority and sometimes upon the date of the infor-
mation.
Under each painting the arrangement is alphabetical by
the name of the author of the article, the rest of the information
following the order used in Poole's index to periodical literature,
the volume and page number being separated by a colon, e.g. 5;45o
means v. 3, p. 450,
For clearness and ease in using the bibliography the fol-
lowing symbols have been used, the absence of them before any entry
indicating that a description only is given,
Q. Criticism,
B, Best description or criticism,
J|L Reproduction.
}f. ^ Best reproduction,
"^Notext. Reproduction without description or crit-
icism.
The references have bfien found through Poole ' s index to

periodical literature; the separate indexes to the Atlantic, Black-
wood's magazine. Century magazine, Edinburgh review. Harper's maga-
zine and the following books and art periodicals.
705 Art amateur; a monthly journal devoted to art in the house-
AA
hold. Dec. 1880 -Nov, 1882, June 1885-Dec .1900 . v. 4-7,
13-43, V.3, no. 6, v.8,no,l, v.lO, nos.2,4 and G.
N. Y, Dec .1880 -Dec .lyOO
.
Montagne Marks.
705 Art journal. 1895-Mar .1903, v. 47-54, v. 55, nos.1-3.
AJ
London, 1895-Ilar.l903 . Virtue and co ,
705 Artist; an illustrated monthly'- record of arts, crafts and in-
AR
dustries. 1880-July 1902, v. 1-35. London, 1880-
July 1902. Constable and co.
708.4Basch«t, Ludovic.
qB29
(Le) panorama; nos musees nationaux, le Louvre
et le Luxembourg. Paris, n.d. Ludovic Baschet.
709 Bell, Mrs. Nancy R. E. (Keugens.)
B41
Elementary history of art, architecture, sculp-
ture, and painting, Sd.-g, Nev; York, 1889.
Charles Scribner's sons.
759 .4Brownell , William Crary.
qB812
French art; classical and contemporary painting

and sculpture. N.Y.1901. Charles Scribn^r's
sons
.




750 Champlin, John iHenison, and Perkins, Charles C.
C35
Cyclopedia of painters and painting. 4 rols
N.Y,1900, Charles Scribner's sons.
704 Child, ^heodore.
qC43




705 Corot and Millet; special winter numher of the Studio. 1902
ST
1903. N.Y.1902, John Lane, ,
707 Sme^'-, M. S,
Em3
How to enjoy pictures. Boston, cl89<3.
Prang Educational co.
030 Encyclopedia Britannica. New vols,25-31. London. 1902
qEnl
Adam and Charles Black,
709 Goodyear, William Henry.
G63r
Renaissance and modern art, Meadville,Pa.
,
1894.' Flood and Vincent.
072 Graphic; an illustrated weekly newspaper. July 1893-I>ec.
GR
1902, V. 58-66. London, 1898-1902. Graphic.

•5.
7 07 T^amerton, Philip GillDert.
a7T
Etching and etchers. Kd,6, Poaton.ld
.
Roberts Bros.
751 Hunt* Villicun T'^orris.
Talks on art. 2v in 1, Boston, 18o7.
Houston, Mifflin and co,
054 (L)' illustration. 1896-1902, v.107 -120. n .P .iaj6-1902
IL
034 Larousse, Pierre Athanase
.
qL322
Tlouveau Larousse; illustr& dictionnotire univer-
sel encyclopedique . Paris, n.d, Librairie
Larousse
.
705 Magazine of art. Dec .18<33-Apr .1903, v. 7 -27. London,
MA
1883-Apr .1903 . Cassell and co
.
759 Masters in art; a series of illustrated monographs . Boston
qM39
1900. Bates and Cruild co,
927.5 Mollett, John William.
M73
Painters of Barbizon. 2 vols. London, 1890.
r'ampson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington.
750 Muther, Richard.
qM98





030 New international cyclopedia. ^T.y.1902-3.
Dodd, Mead and Co,
37d.l31Tew York ( state ) -University -Home education dept.
N48
Traveling pictures, (Bulletin 32.) AllDany,
1900. N.Y .( state ) -University
.
705 Portfolio; an artistic periodical. 1384-90, 1892-97,
P
T.15-21, 23-34. London, 1884-1897. Peeley and
CO •
759 Sheldon, George William.
fSh4
Hours with art and artists. M.Y.cl882.
D. Appleton and co,
759,4 Stranahan, T^rs. Clara Cornelia (Harrison),
St8
History of Jrench painting from its earliest
to its latest practice, N,Y,1893. Charles
ScriToner's sons.
705 Studio, Apr,1893-Apr,1903. v,l-28. >v^,Y,1893-Apr .1905.
ST
John Lane.
750 Van^^ka, John Charles,
V28





759.4 VanA/ke, John Charles,
qV23
Modern French masters, N,Y.1896. Cent-
ury CO.
750 Vandyke, John Charles.
V28t
Texthook of the history of painting. N.Y.
1894, Longnans, Green and co.
927 VanRensselaer, Mrs, Mariana {GJ*iswold),
V35
Six portraits. Boston, 1390. Houghton,
Mifflin and co.

JEAN BAPTISTJ^ CAJOLLB COROT.
20 July, 1796- 26 Feb. Ic375.
AT THE KND OF THR VALLEY.
^ No text, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter niiin-
ber, 1902-3, opposite plate 9.)
BKSK OF TBE STREAM. n.d, M, Maurice Gentien, Paris.
No text. Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:G.
(LE) BAPTS.® IXJ CHRIST, see BAPTJSlf OF CHRIST.




Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. (see 'Studio;
special winter number, 1902-3. p. 16.)
BATH OF DIANA, see DIANA'S BATH.
BATHI5R. n.d, James Arthur, n.p.
itrNotext, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter num-
ber, 1902-3, plate 4.)
BATHBRS. n.d. W.A. COATS. n.p.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter num-

ber, 1902-3, plate 52.)
'^RBE. 1865. Alexander Young, Blackheath.En&land.
'A' No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter num-
ber, 1902-3, plate 34.)
Tomson, B.^^.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine o:^ art.
May 1888, 11 :lo5-86,
)
BOAT UNHSR THE WILLOWS. 1857.




No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 18.
BRIDGB OP TKR A1TG55LS AT ROICS.
No text, Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:
395.
BY-PATH.
No text. LOW, W: H.




CANAL AT ST. QUKNTIN. n.d. Isaac Cook, St. Louis, Mo.
Notexi, Arts for America, Oct, 1896, 6:44.





No text, Corot and Millet. (see' Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 31.)
CHATEAU IM BEARNE,
No text. Muther, Richard.
Histon' of modern painting. 1896, 2;402.
CI^TEAU TKEERRf. n,d. H.S.Henry, Philadelphia, Pa.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 9.)
CHRIST UPON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES. 1849. Langres museum
Langres, Prance,
Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting. 1896. 2:412.
COTTAGE INTERIOR-LIMOUSIN. n.d. M. Moreau-Nelaton,
Paris
.




DANCE OF THR NYMPHS. 1850. Louvre, Paris.
^ Baschet, Ludovic,
Le LouTre et le Luxembourg. n.d. p. 40,






How to enjoy pictures. cl89c3, p. 14-18.
^ Geffroy, Oustave.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot, (see Studio;
special winter number, 1902-3, p.19.)




L Low, W: H.
Century of painting. (see McClure, April
1896, 6:468.)
No text. Mollett, J.W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:30.
No text, Muther, Ricliard.
History' of modern painting, 1896, 2:404.
DANSE EES AMOTTRS, n.d. George J. Gould, New York.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C:C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900, 1:370.
Golding, L, T.
>
Art treasures in New York. (see Harpers

weekly* 3 Doc.lb98, 42;1181.)
B. VanRensselaer, Mrs, Mariana (Griswold.)
Six portraits, 1690. p.176, Origin-
ally printed in Century, June 1669. 16:269.
DAUTE AND VIRGIL. 1859. Museum of fine arts, Boston,
Mass.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C;C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:372.
C. 6. VanRensselaer, Mrs. Mariana (Griswold.)
Six portraits. 1890. p.179. Orig-
inally printed in Century, June 1889 , 16:269,
DIANA'S BATH. n.d. Bordeaux museum, Bordeaux, France.
^ No text. Bar'bizon school; Corot, (see Progress, May 1901,
7:516.)
^ No text. I^OW, W: H.
Century of painting, (see McClure, April
1896, 6:469.)
DON QUIXOTE AND CARDSNIO , n.d. French gallery, London.




EARLY MORNING, see DANCE OF THIC NmPHS.
ENTRANCE TO A VILLAGE. n.d, M. Detremont, n.p.

No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:15,
ENVIRONS OF ROME. 1866,
No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, p. 8.)
EVENING. 18^5. IMinphrey Roberts, Kensington, London.
yirNotext, Carter, A.C.r.
Picture sales of 1896. (see Art journal,
1896, 48:283.)
1^ Collection Thomy Thie'ry au Louvre. (see L' illustra-
tion, Feb. 1902, 120:70-71.)
Q Geffroy, Gustave.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. (see Studio;
special winter number, 1902-3, p. 17.)
Geffroy, Gustave.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. (see Studio;
special winter niimber. 1902-3, p. 24.)
Stephens, F.G.
Mr, Humphrey Roberts's collection. (see
Magazine of art, 1896, 19:122-23.)
EVENING CcLOW. n.d. Alexander Young, Blackheath,Engiand.




"A' No Corot and Millet, (s«e Studio; si.)«cial winter number
1902-3, plat« 14.
)
EVJ?NIN(t in NORMANIY, n.d. Hamilton Bruce, Edinburgh,
Scotland,
No Mollett, J; W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:20.
TUM YARD AT COUBRON,
'A' No Corot and Millet, (^see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 16
,
PIELD AT SAINTE-CATKRRINE-LEZ -ARRAS.
^ No I..' Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:59d
FOREST OF FOKTAINEBLEAU. 1846.
^ No VanRensselaer, Mrs, Mariana (Griswold.)
Corot. (see Century, June 1889, 16:256.
FOREST ROAD.
-ft-No^ Bell, Mrs. N.R.E. (Meugens . )
Elementary history of art, 1889. p. 321,
GATHERINTt FT.OWERS. n.d. Faure collection, Paris
.
Muthsr. Richard.
TTistory of modern painting. 1896. 2:407

lb.
G0ATHP5RD. n.d. Sir Matthtw Arthur, n.p.
^ No text, Corot andMill«t, (sae Studio; special wint«r number
1902-3, platt 20.)
GOATHRRD PIPING. n.d. L^uyra, Paris.
^ No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 22 . )
GREAT OAK AT FONTAINEBLEAU
.
'At No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 12.
)
GUST OF WIND, 1864, M. Burand Ruel, Paris.
'A' No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 13. )
HA GAR IN TTIR WILIiERNJSSS , 1835. Louyre, Paris.




No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 27.)
imz, cmLmm dancing a round.
t-xt Muther, Richard.





IN THR MARSHES. n.d. P.H. Sears, Boston. Mass.
No««t,
MoUett. J:V.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 2:24,
ITALIAN LANDSCAPK. 183b.




No text, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 42.
)
ITALIAN WOMAN. n.d. P.H. Sears, Boston, Mass.
NotMi Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting, 1896. 2:406.
LAC D'ALBANO, see LAKE OP ALBANO.
LAC" m GARDE, see LAKE OP GARIA,
LAKE. n.d. Alexander Young, Blackheath, England.
Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio ; special winter number,
1902-3, plate 23.
LAKE. 1861, Humphrey Roberts, Kensington, London.
It Stephens, F. c
Mr. Humphrey Roberts's collection. (see
Magazine of art, 1896, 19:123.)

IV.
LAKE, n.d. Louvre, Paris.
^ "^Notext. Corot and Millet , (s«e Studio; special winter number
1902-3, p. 24.)
iir No text. JSlgin, B, M:
Painters of the Barbizon school. (see
Chautauquan, Peb.1900, 30;476.)




'At No text, Magazine of art, 1896, 19:361,
No text, Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting. • 1896. 2:399.
^Notext New York( state ) -University -Home education dept.
Traveling pictures. 1900, p,332,
LAKJ: NaO , 1865, H, V, NfWGomb, New York,
No text. Jervis, Robert, \
Rise of landscape painting, (see Art ama-
teur. Sept .1896, 35:71.)
-^lA' No text, Vanl)yke, J: C.
Modern French masters , 1896. p. 112,
^ VanRensselaer, Mrs, Mariana (Griswold.)
Corot. (see Century, June 1889, 16:264,269.)
LAKE OF AI3AN0,
I^Wotw*^ Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 30.)

LAKfS OF GARBA. n.d. M. G. Lutz, Paris.
No text. Mollett, J: W.
• Painters of Bar"bizon. 1890. 2:10.
Tomson* J). C,
• Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art.
May I808, 11;184, 187.)
LANDSCAPE. n.d. M. Clapisson, n.p.
No text, Jegtn Baptiste Camille Corot, (see Art amateur, Aug.
1881, 5:49.)
No text, VanlVk«, J: C.
Art for art*s sake, 1893. p. 20.
No text, VanlVke, J: C,
History of painting. 1894. p. 157,
LANDSCAPE. n,d, Tienry- T, Chapman, Brooklyn, N.Y.
No text, Goodyear, W; H, •
Renaissance and modern art, 1894. p. 276.
LANDSCAPE, see also LAKf5 and SKETCH OP A LANDSCAPE.
LANDSCAPE STUDIES. n.d. M. Leon J. P. Bonnat, n.p.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number








LANDSCAPE STTOT. n.d. W. Pitcairn Knov.'les, n.p.
Notext. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 40.)
LANDSCAPE WJTTT CATTLE. n.d. P
.
fT. Sears, "Ropton, Mass.
ir No text. Vani:!j^ke , J : C
.
Modern French masters
. 1896. p. 114.
'^Notext VanHensselaer, Mrs. Mariana (Grisv/old.)
Corot. (see Century, June 1889, 16:261.)
LION PARK AT PONT -MARLY.
lAr No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 28.)
Notext. Muther. Richard.
Ilisto'ry of modern painting. 1896. p. 403.
. MACBETH AND THE WITCPESS. 1859. Wallace collection,
Hertford House, London.
Phillips, Claude.
Wallace collection. (see Art journal May
1902, 54:139, 142.)





Jean Baptiste Camille Corot, (see Studio
special winter niim"ber 1902-;5» p,l?, .)
MARTYRIX)M 07 RT. SKBAS^IAN. 1853. W. T. Walters, Palti
more, Md,
C. VanRensselaer, Mrs. Mariana (Griswold.)
Six portraits. 1890. p. 176-77 . Orig
inally printed in Century, June 1889, 16:268.
(UNE) MATINES, see DANCR OF THRl NYICPHS.
MEA]X)W AUD RIVER.
Studio talk. (see Studio, May 1899, 16:266.)
MORNING. 1855.
T^Nofexf, Carter, A.C.R,
Picture sales of 1896. (see Art journal,
1896, 48:283.)
MORNING, see also DANCE 07 THK NYl-IPHS.
MORNING BY THK SEA. n.d. Andrew Maxwell, Glasgow, Scot
land,
1^ Walker, Robert.
Private picture collections in Glasgow and




MOTHRR AlTD CHILD. n.d. Hanover gallery, London.
No text. Corot and Millet. (see otudio; sijecial winter number
l'J02-3, plate 3.)
MUSIC AND ART.
No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 1.)
NEAR ARl^OS., 1872.




OLD COTTAGE NEAR SMEITR.
No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 29,)
ORPHEUS C5RSj?TING THE DAWN. 1861, D, Cottier, New York.
No text. Brownell, W; C,
Trench art, 1901. p.l. Originally
printed in Scribner's mag,, Oct, 1892, 12:437.
Champlin, J: D, and Perkins, C: c.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 3:370.
if C. Geffroy, Gustave.
Jean Baptiste Camille Corot, (see Studio;
special winter number 1902-3, plate 15 and p,22-sj)
Notexf. VanDyke, J: C.
Modern Prench. masters. 1890, p.l.

2?,,
C B, Van Rensselaer, Mrs. Mariana (Griswold. )
Six portraits. 1890. p.lV7-7d. Orig-
inally printed in Century, June 1889, 16:265,268.
ORPHEUS AND BIIRYIflCE. 1861. Heer Fop-Smit, Rotterdam,
Holland,
^ No text, IvTuther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:408.
(IE) PARC -D3S -LIONS A MONT MARLY, see LION PARK AT PONT -MAR-
LY.,
PASTORAL -SOU^nSNIR OP ITALY. 1873. Glasgow corporation
art gallery, Glasgow, Scotland,
^Notext, Passing events. ( see Art journal, 1896, 48:123,)
Walker, Ro^bert.
Private collections in Glasgow and the west
of Scotland. (see Magazine of art, 1894,
17:154-155.
)
PASTORAL -SOimiNiR OP ITALY, see also SOUViSNIR OP ITALY.
PATHWAY TO THB CTURCH,
^Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1*902-3, opposite plate 35.)
PEASANTS NEAR A LAKE.




PEASANTS NEAR A* POOL,
No text, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter nimi'ber
1902-3, plate 32,
PEASANT RIDING. n.d. M. E. Lyon, Brussels, Belgium,
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 35.
)
POND AT VILLE D'AVRAY. n.d, M. Monjean, n.p.
No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 2;2.
POOL
.
No text. Corot andMillet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, p,16,)
PO^L AT VILLE D'AVRAY,
No text, Corot andMillet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 26.)
POOL A'T^ VILLE D'AVRAY, (etching.) 1861,




Notext, Mollett, J: ¥. Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:22.

24.
ROMK. COLIP^m, scfl "^nWf OP THR COTJSWrM AT Pom,
RUIN. n.d, Hamilton Bruce, Edinburgh, Scotland,
^ No text. Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Earbizon. 1890. 2:12.
RUSTIC C0NC15RT.
'At No text, Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:409.
ST. SEBASTIAN, see IvIARTYRDQM OP ST. SiffiASTIAN.
SCWi IN NORMANW.
No text. Sheldon, G. W.
Hours with art and artists. 1882. p. 64,
SSINS AT CHALON.
No text. Sheldon, G.W.
Hours with art and artists. 1882. p. 66.
«
SKETCH OF A LANDSCAPE.
-A-Notext, Magazine of art, Sept. 1898, 22:567.
'jl^^Notext, Tomson, D.C.





'fr No text, Tomson, D.C, Barbizon school, (^see Magazine of art.

May Idea, 11 :187
. )
(LR) SOIR, see TT^'-MITTrT.
F^Oir/SNIR FROM ITAI-y.
No text, Progress, Oct. 1900, 6:61.
SOUVMIR OF ITALY.
No text, C«rot and Millet. (see Ctudio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 19. )
SOUV.IilNIR or ITALY. 1865.




SOmz-RNIR OF ITALY. n.d. Charles Ricketts, n.p.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studi©; special winter number
1902-3, plate 39
.
SOUVEiaR OF ITALY. n.d. G. N. Stevens, n.p.
No text.
^j.^ journal, 1897, 49:33.
SOUVRNIR OF ITALY, see als© PASTORAL -SOTJVMIR OF ITAXY.
SDIATOIR OF TOSCME. 1845.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 41
.
SPRING; GIRI. GATKERIJTG FL0WRR5, see GATTTERING FLOWERS.

STOEM, see STORM ON TTIS SANDHILLS.
STORM ON THR SANDHELLS. n.d. Constantine lonides, Lond.
^ No text, Mollett, J : W:
Painters of Bartoizon. 1690. 2:27,
Monkhous8» Cosmo.
Constantine lonides collection. (see Mag-
azine of art, Dec. 1883, 7:41, 42-43.)
THATCHED COTTAGE.
'A' No text, Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:397.
TIVOLI SEJ5N FROM THE VILLA D'ESTE. ri.d. Henri Rouart,Par.
"tAt No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter ni>anber
1902-3, plate 6.)
TREES AND POND, n.d. A. T. Reid, n.p.
'A'Notext, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3. plate 33,
)
VIEW OP ROME. n.d. Baron Denys Cochin, Paris.





VIE^^ OP THE COLISEUM AT ROME. n.d. Luxembourg museum,Pan
^* No text Van33yke , J : C .
Modern Prench masters. 1896, p,114.

^ VanRensselaer, Mrs, Mariana (Griawold, )




VILLAGEK OF SIN. NBAR DOUAY
.
No text, Muther, Richard.
Historj'' of mpdern painting, 1896, 2:405,
VILLB D'AVRAY, n,d. Wolfe collection. Metropolitan
museum, Nev/ York,
'^Notext Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 19.
)
New international cyclopedia, 1901, 5:301.
No text. Stevenson, R. A. M.
Exibitions. (see Art journal, 1899, 51:160.)
B. Vanl)ykt, J: C.
Modem French masters. 1896. p. 115,
WILLOWS, n.d, Defoer collection, Paris.
^ Emery, M, S,
How to enjoy pictures, cl898, p, 284-86,
WOMEN BATHING.




VOMEN BATi^^NG. n.d. M. Henri Rouart, Paris.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winti^r number
1902-3, plate 36.
)
VOOD GATHERERS, 1874, Corcoran gallery, Washington, D.C
^ Ka^\ Charles de,
, An American galler;/, (see Magazine of art
.May 1886, 9:248-249.)
'A' No text. Vanl>yke, J: C,
Modem French masters. 1896. p. 108,
VanRensselaer, Mrs. Mariana (Griswold,)
Six portraits, 1890. p. 179, Original
' ly printed in Century, June 1889, 16:259, 269
WOOD NYMPH. n.d, Alfred Sensier, Paris.
No text, Tomson, D. C,








No text, Tomson, D, C,
Barbizon school. ( see Magazine of art,Ma^
f
1888, 11:183.)
tlOOm BATJIC or a river. n.d. Mosprs. Agnew, n.p.
Roborts, W.
Art^ saless of the season. (see Magazine of
art, Nov. 1900, 25:25.
)
WOimnRD BURyDICS. n.d. J.J. Hill, St. Paul, Minn,





15 Fe-b.lB17-20 Feb. 1878,
(LES) AIDES, see VOYAGE EN BATEAU; LES AIDES.
ANDRESY ON THE SEINE, 1868, Alexander Young, Blackheath,
England.
'^Notext. Barbizon school. (see Art journal, 1896, 48:119.)
ANTWj'lRP ON Tm 01 SE, n.d. Stewart collection, Paris.
'A' No text. * Hoe"ber, Arfiur,
Pictures of a famous collection. (see Har
per's weekly, 1 Jan. 1898, 42:17.)
APPLE ORCTiARD. 1876.
Vandyke, J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 102-63.
B. Wickenden, R. J.





'A' No text, Wickenden, R. J.






BOY'S >1EAD, (sketch. )
No text. Wickenden, R. J.
Charles Francois I^aubigny. (see Century,
July 1392, 22:324.
)
BY Hm SIDB OP TTIR LAKE, n.d. C.T.Yerkes, Chicago,Ill.
Stephens, F, G.
Mr. Yerkes collection at Chicago; the modern
masters, (see Magazine of art, 1895, 18:171.)
CLIITS AT VILLFOTILLK , n.d. ¥. H. Puller, New York.
^ ^ Ho text. \^anIVke « -'^ 'S'
*
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 162,
No text, Wickenden, R. J.
Charles Francois Daubigny, (see Century,
July 1892, 22: 332.
DAUBKaJY TRAVAILLANT DANS SA CABINE. see VOYAGE KN BATEAU.
(LE) DEJ3iIUNJ?R A L'AUBERGE, see VOYAGE EN BATEAU.
ECLUSE DANS LA VALLEE D'OPTEVOZ, see LOCK OF THE OPTEVOZ
.
(L)ETANG D'OPTEVOZ.
^ (La) collection Thonsy Thierry au Louvre, (see L'illus-
tration, 1 PeTD.1902, 120:70.)

32.
FLOCK OF GFJ5S.H:. n.d, M. Melot collection, n.p.
^ No text. Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 2:38,
FLOCK OF STRKP, see MOONLIGHT,
(LB) GRJE,
C. Hamerton, P.O.
Etching and etchers. 1892, p. 200.
HARVEST. 1852,
Mollstt, J, W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:49,
LAKE OF GyLIKU. see POOL OF GHJEU*
LASTDSCAPE
,
B. Art; Boston. ( see Atlantic mo .Mar, 1872, 29:372-4.)
^'A'Notex*, Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:51,
lArNotext. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896., 2:433.
LANDSCAPE AND RABBITS, (sketch) ,
'A'Notext, Wickenden, R, J,
Charles Francois Daubigny, (see Century,
July, 1892, 22:326.)

LOCK OF THB OPTJCVOZ . 1855. Loiivre, Paris.
Mollett.J: W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:52.
-j^CNot-- Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting. 1896, 2:431.
^ No text, Stranahan, Mrs, C.C, (Harrison,)
Histor^r of French painting. 1893, p. 276.
MANTES, n.d. Alexander Young, Blackheath, England,
jf- Tomson, D.C,
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Aug, 1889, 12:303-4.)
MARSH. n.d, W; H. Vanderbilt, New York.
^ No text, Mollett, J. W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 2:44,
MOONLIGHT, 1865, George A. Drummond, Montreal, Canada.
'f^Notext. Tomson, D,C,
Daubigny, (see Encyclopedia Britannica,
1902, 27:387.)
if No text. VanlKrke. J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 164,
if No text, Wickenden, R, J,
Charles Francois Daubigny, (see Century,
July 1892, 22:336,)

(LA) NUIT SUR LA RIVIirjtK, stie VOYAGK J5N BATEAU; LA NUIT
SUR LA RIVIERE.
ON THE RIVER OJRR. n.d. C:T.Y«rk«s, Chicago, 111.
^ Low. W: H.
Centuo of painting. ( see McClur*. April
ld96. 6:472.)
* kollett. J: V.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:54.
-4r Stephens, P» G.
Mr, Yerkes collection at Chicage. (see
Magazine of art, 1895, 18:165, 171.)
ORCHARD, see APPLE ORCHARD,
PARC A MOUTONS; LE laTIIT, see SHEEPPOLD; HORNING.
POOL GYLIEIJ. 1853.
Mellett, J: W.
Painters ©f Bartizon. 1890. 2:50.
Wickenden, R. J.
Charles Francois Dau"bi£piy. (see Century,
Jiily 1892, 22:327 . )
PORTRAIT OF HIMSKLF.
^ No text, Mollett, J: W.




(LE) PRINTRMPS, see SPRINGTIIO!.
(LA) RBCHKRCHE JM L*AIIBEEGS, see VOYAGE 3N BATEAU; LA RE-
CHERCHB IK L'AIIBERGS,
ST. JEROME IN TTIE DESERT. 1840.
VanLyko , J : C
.
Modern French mast era, 1396, p. 160,
! SETTING SUN, n.d, Frederick L. Ames, Boston.Mass,
No text, Vanl>yke, J;C,
Modem French masters, 1896. p,160.
i
No text, Wickenden, R.J.











•ir No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:42.
SKETCHES, 1865.
;
-At No text, Tomson, D. c.
\ Barhizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Sept. 1889, 12:326. 328.)

^6.
SKETCTIRS, see also BARGE, BOY'S IIRAD, LANDSCAPE AND RAB-
BITS, WOiOSN IN THE PIELD.
SOLITUDE. n.d. M. Raimbeaux, n.p.
No text. KUther, Richard.
HistorA^ of modern painting. 1896. 2:452.
SPRIT^G. 1857. Louvre, Paris.
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:52.
No text, Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:450.
SPRINGTIME, 1857. Louvre, Paris,
No text, Barbizon school. (see Progress, May 1901 5 7:522.)
-jJt No text, Elgin, E. M.
Painters of the Barbizon school. (see
Chautauquan, Feb. 1900, 30:478.)
Low, W: H,
Century of painting. (see McClure, April
1896^ 6:477-78.)
No tex! Moll«tt, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 2:48.
^ No ,p^t Muther,Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:429.

61 ,
iNlotext. Tomson, D. c.
Barbizon school, (see Magazine of art, Aug-
1689, 12:301.)
B. Wickenden, R. J.
Charles Francois Dautoigny. (see Century,
July, 1892, 22:327-28.)
VALLEY OF THE OPTEVOZ , 1853*.
B. Vanl^yke, J: C.
Modem French masters. 1896. p.160.
Wickenden, R, J.
Charles Francois Daubigny, (see Century,
July 1892, 22:327.
)
(LSS) YENDANGES, see (THE) VINTAGE.
VILLAGE OF GT.OUTON. n.d. M.Gustave CI o din, n.p.
^ No text. Tomsoii. D. C.




VILLAGE ON THE) OISE. n.d. Humphrey Roberts,Kensington,Lond.
No text. Stephens, F. G.
Mr, Humphrey Roberta's collection, (see
Magazine of art, lb96, 19:121, 128.)





etching and etchers. Ib92. p. 200.
VOYAGE EIJ BATKAU; LJ5S AIDES.
Hamerton, P. G.
JBtching and etchers. 1892. p. 199.
VOYAGiS EN BATEAU; DAUBI GNY TRAVAILLAITT DANS SA CABINE.
Hamerton, P. G.
Etching and etchers. 1892. p. 198.




Etching and etchers. 1892. p. 197.
VOYAGE EN BATEAU; LA NUIT SUE LA RIVIERE.
Hamerton, P , G.
Etching and etchers. 1892. p. 199.
VOYAGE EN BATEAU; LA RECHERCHK DE L'AUBERGE.
Hamerton, P. G,
Etching and etchers. 1892, p. 198..
WINIMILLS OF DORDRECHT. 1872. Messrs. Arnold and Tripp,
Paris.
2xt. Tomson, D. C. Barbizon school. (see Magazine of




WOMEN IN TTW Ji'TEI.T)*
No lexl, Wickenden, R. J.





4 Oct. 1814-20 Jan. 1875.
ALl-IS GIVING,
'^Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 13. )
ANGELUF?, 1859. M. Chauchard, Paris,
Century dictionari/- and cyclopedia. 1902. 9:58,
Champlin, J. D. and Perkins, C: c.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900. 1;43,
C. B, Child, Theodore,
Art and criticism. 1892. p. 140-43. Orig-









Millet and recent criticism, (see Gcrib-






Century- of painting. (see McClure, May
1396. 6:504.)
Masters in art. 1900, p. 33-34, and plate 6,
Mollett, J : W.
• Painters of Barbizon. 1690. 1:40-42.
Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1696. 2:473,466.
Sensier, Alfred.
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo. , Nov. 1880, 21:109, Dec.
1880, 21:19 3. Jan. 1881,, 21:403.)
Stranahan, Mrs. C. c» (Harrison.)
History of French painting. 1893. p. 373.
Tomson, D. c.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art, Oct.
lo89 4 12:381, 383-84. Nov. 1889, 12:398.)
VanDyke,J;C. Art for art's sake, 1893. p. 14.

41.
ARTIST'S TTOTTSW AT BARBTHO:: WIT^i PORTRAITS OF KIS WIFR AJJD
FOUR or IttS CTULDREN,
No text, Muther» Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:461.
BAIfflTEIJRS, see BATHERS.
3ATHSR, see TiOOSE GIRI.
.
BATHERS, n.d. Louvre, Paris.
Tomson, Arthur.
A fev/ of the less known x-^ictures of Jean
Francois Millet. (see Art journal, Oct, 1901
^
53:308.)
BEAN GATHFIRER, n.d. Morgan collection, New York,
No text, v-ay^ Charles de .
An American galleo''. (see Magazine of art.
May 1886, 9:246 . )
No text. Tomson, D. C.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Oct. 1889, 12:377,)
«
(LE) BONflRUR DOMESTI C^TTE, see HAPPY FAMILY.
>
BRINGING HOME TITR NEW I'ORN CALF, s^.^ NEW BORN CALF.

42.
BUCKWTTWAT TIAPVRST, IbGd, Martin Briinmer, Boston, Mass.
Champlin, .t d, and Perkins, C: c.
Cyx5lopedia of painters. 1900, l:21(i.
CAIXING IN THR HKRD.
'ArNotext. Corot and Millet, (see Studio ; special winter number
1902-3, plate 10.)
CARDING WOOL, see WOOL CARDER,
CARRYING MILK, see MILK CARRIER.
»
CHERUBS DANCING,
* No text. Tomson, D. n ,
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Oct.isag^ 12:376.)
CHJRCH AT GRJilVILI.K, see PARISH CHJRCH AT GRK^aLLE,
CHJRNER* 1870. Frederick L . Ames, Boston, Mass.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 48,
)
No text. Low, W: H,
Century of painting. (see McClure, May
1896, 6:510.)
No text. Millet, Pierre.
Millet's life at Barbizon. (see Century,
April 1894, 25:909. )




^ ^ No ley'. VanDyka, J: C.
Modern Prench masters. Ib96, p.lciO.
CLAIR DK LUNE. n.d, Paul MeVic, Paris.
^ Studio. talk. (see Studio, 1899, 17:190-91.)
COAS'^ SCRNK. n.d. Hanover gallery, London.
No text. Corot andMillet. {see Studio; special v/inter number
1902-3, plate 30 .
)
COAT OP ABMS.
^ Low, W: H.




Modern Prench masters, 1896. p,18o.
EEATH AND THff WOODCUTTiSR. 1859. Laurent -Richard collec-
tion, Paris.
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 1:379.
No text. Corot andMillet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 37.
B. Mollett, J: W.
—








DEPART POUR LK TRAVAIL, see GOING TO WORK.
DIGGER RESTING. n.d. Dr. T. W, T. Laurence, n.p.'





jf-'^Notext Corot and Millet, (see Studiq; special winter number
1902-3, plate 54, )
^ No text. Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Trancois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner*s mo., Nov. 1880 ^ 21:105.)
Wheelwright, Edward.
Recollections of Jean Francois Mill«t. (see
Atlantic mo.. Sept, 1876, 38:271.)
DRAWING WATER. n.d, Socie^te anonyme des galeries Georges
Petit, Paris,
No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 38,
DRAWING WATER , s e e al s o GIRL IRAWI N G WATER
.

DRAWINGS yoR ^i.s cthldren and grandchii,dr>in.
Blowing out the candle.
Cruel man.
Drink of fresh milk.










; devoured "by the wolf, i
gre
.




Woodcutter and his wife.
Eaton, Wyatt.
i
Recollections of Jean Francois Millet. (see
Century, May 1889, 16:97-104.)












(LA) yJ5MME ASniSr.E RT KNFANT
.
^ Tomson, Arthur.
A few of the less known pi'ctures of Jean





(LA) rEMMT? AU REPOS
.
Tomson, Arthur.
A few of the less known pictures of Jean
Francois Millet, (see Art journal, Oct, 1901,
53:310.)
mO-lR qui VIENT PUISER DE L'EAU, see WATER CARRIER.
FIRST STEPS.
No text




l^- 1^- B. Emer^f
.
M.S.
now to enjoy pictures. cl898, p.117 -22,
l(t Low, W: K.
Century of painting, (see McClure, Maylb96,
6:507. )
'A'Notext. Progress, Nov, 1900, 6:122.
'A' No (ext. Sensier, Alfred.
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo., Oct. 1680, 20:837.)

47.
No text. Tomson, L. C.
Earbizon school. (see Magtizine of art,
Nov. 1839 J 12;402.)
FLAX CRUS^aNG.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Btudio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 71.)
5XAX PULLING.








(see Scribner's mo., Jan.lSbl, 21:397.)
GARDENING.
Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 27
.
GATHERING BEANS, see BFJVN GATHERER.
GIRL BATHING, see WOLIAN BATHING.
GIRI, CHURNING,




GIRI. CHURNING, see also CTHJRNRR.
GIRL DRAWING WATER. n.d. British museum, London.
Notext, Coro't and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 65.
)
GIRI. DROTNG WATER, see DRAWING WATER.
GIRL SPINNING, see SPIITNER.
GLANEUSES, see GLEANERS.
GLEANERS. 1857. Bisschoffsheim collection, Paris.
Ady, Julia,




Jean Francois Millet. (see Studio; special i
winter number 1902-3. p. 12.)
No text Barbizon school; Millet. (see Progress, May 1901,
7;526.)
Champlin, J: M» and Perkins, C: c. •
Cyclopedia of paipting. 1900. 2:152,
r No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio
;
special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 36.)
N» text. Elgin, E. M. Painters of the Barbizon school, (see
Chautauquan, Feb. 1900 , 30 : 47 5.) ,1

49.
No text. Larou88«, P .
NouTftau Larouss«, n.d. 4;c>61,
^ Low. W: H.
C«ntury of painting. (8e« McClure,LIay
1896. 6:503.)
^ B. Masters in art. 1900. p.34-35» and plate 8.
^ Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:10,38,59-
40.
^ Muther, Richard,
History of modfern painting, 1896. 2:469,
485.
^ New York{ state ) -University -Home education dept.
Traveling pictures. 1900. p. 343.
No text Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo .,Oct .1880 ^ 20:840.)
Tomson, U. C.
Bar"bizon school
. ( see Magazine of art,
Nov, 1889, 12:398.)
Vanl)yke, J: C.
Art for art's sake. 1893. p. 8,14.
Vanl)yke, J: C.









GOING TO WORK. 1851. James Donald, Glasgow, Scotland.
-^Notext. Earfcizon school. ( see Progress, May 1901, 7:527 .)
-^Notext. Bell, Mrs. N. R. E. (Meugens.)
Elementary history of art, lbd9
. p. 325,
No text Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 50.)
Masters in art. 1900. p.3;6, and plate 4,
^ No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:6.
^ \^\o '^y Stranahan, Mrs. C. C. (Harrison.)
History of >'rench painting. 1893. p. 336.
^ No text, Tomson, D. c-
Larbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
0ct,18d9. 12:384.)
GOOSE GIRL. 1867, Mme. Saulnier, Bordeaux, France.
^ 'A' No text, Corot amd Millet, (see Studio; special winter nximber
1902-3, opposite plate 8.
)
Masters in art. 1900, p. 33, and plate 5,
GRAFTER, 1855. Georges Petit, Paris.
Alexandre, Arsene, Jean Francois Millet, (see Studio
special winter number 1902-3, p.ll,)
THE PERRV PICTURES. 512.
BOSTON EDIT. ON. GOING TO WORK.
B. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 1:24, 39.
^ Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:4bG-b7.
Sensier, Alfred.
Tean "Francois ^illot; peasant and painter.
( see Scribner' s mo, , Dec.lcidOj 21:189-190.)
t
HAPPY FAMILY,
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 4.)
Wheelwright, Edward,
Recollections of Jean Francois Millet. (see
Atlantic mo., Sept. 1876, 38:272-73.)
HAYMAKERS,
Kollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890* 1:34,
(D'EDMIVLS A LA TIOUH, see MAN WITH A H)S,
HOUSJilWIFE,










KNITTING LESSON, 1669. Art museum, Boston, MaSB.
^ No text. Corot andKillet. (sea Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 23.
)
No text, Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting, 1896, 2:496.
KNITTING SIIKPTII5RDESS, 1864. Martin Brimraer, Boston, Mass.
No text.
^j^^g America, Dec.l896» 6:140.
Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter member
1902-3, plate 43.
' Emery, M, B,
How to enjoy pictures. cl898, p.281 -82.
Notext, Laroussa, P. A,
^°^^®^u Larousse. n.d. 2:26.
* B. Masters in art, 1900, p. 33, and plate 3,
Notext, Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:470.
Sensier, Alfred,
• Jean Irancois Millet; peasant and painter.
(see Scribner's mo., Jan. 1881, 21:395.)
Tomson, D. C.





LABOR. see MAN WITH A ^'£)K.
L/30RH1R GRAiTIlJG A TRKB, see GRAi^TER.
IAMB, see N.W BORN LAIC?.
LANDSCAPE STUDIES. lonides "bequest, Pouth Kensingten,London
.
No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-5, plates 63-64.)
TEARNI'-^'"^ TO W/.LK, see FIRST STEPS.
LEAVING POR WORK, see GOING TO WORK.
(LA) LESSIVMJSE, see WASHERWOMAN
.
LESSON IN KNITTING, see KNITTING LESSON.
LITTLE SHRPHERDESS. n.d. E.van Wisselingh, Dutch gallery.
London.









. ( po rt ra i t . )
No text. Sensier, Alfred. Jean Francois Millet; peasant and
painter. (Scribner ' s mo ., Sept .1880 , 20:737.)

54.
MAN PUTTING ON HIS COAT. n.d. M. Rouart, Paris.
^ No text, Muther. Richard,
History of modern painting. Id96
.
:478.
LIAN WITIT A HDE. Ib63. Private collection, San Francisco, Cal.
«
Ady, Julia,
Jean Francois Millet, (sed Living age,
20 Oct. 1888, 179:173.
)
M B. Art amateur, Apr, 1888, 18:109-110.
Champlin, J: D, and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900, 3:185.
No text Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 42.
)
'^Notext Goodyear. W: H,
Renaissance and modem art, 1894. p ,284 ,
^ Low, W: H.
Century-- of painting. (see McClure, May
1896, 6:501.)
^ Markham, Edwin.
Man with a hoe. (see McClure, May 1899,
13:15-16. )
Same in
^ Outlook, 6 May 1899, 62:38-59,
^ No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:467.

55
MAN WITH A JACKJ5T, see MAII PUTTING ON HIS COAT.
MAN VaTH A MATTOCK.
Muthtr, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1596. 2:4d6
MAN WIT^l A WHRKT. BARROW. 1555.
Nottxt. Corot and Millet. (gee Studio; special winter num"ber
1902-3, plate 49.
)
imi SLAUGHTERING PIGS, see PIG KILLERS.
MILK CARRIKR. n.d. M. Alphonse Dumas, Paris,




Century ©f painting. (see McClure, May
1696, 6:502.)
No text. Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scri'bner' s mo , Sept .1880 , 20:748.)
MILLET AS A YOUTH, (portrait.)
NJotext ]\.Tuther, Richard,
History of modern painting, 1896. 2:458.

No text. Tomson, B. C.
Bar"bizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Oct, 18b'.), 12 : 375.)
MILLET IN MIDM A GK, (portrait.) 1847, Mile .'^ensisr, Par
.
N« text, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter num'ber
1902-3, p.l.)
^ Low, W: H.
Century of painting, (see McClur«,May 1896^
6:498.)
N»text. Masters in art. 1900. p. 20.
^ Netext. Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 1:1.
'At No text. Muther, Richard.
History ©f modem" painting. 1896, 2:457.
"A" No text. Fensier, Alfred.







^ No text, Tomson.D. c.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine ©f art, Nov.
1889, 12:397.)





MIU-ET, TTADAMK, see MAD/J/0? MIJJ.ET
.
(LA) MORT R:T T.E BUCKERON, see IJRATII AND THK WOODCUTTER.
MOTTDSR AND C^D"I,D.
if No text. Brownell. W: C.
French, art. (see Scribner's magazine, Oct.
1892, 12:444.
)






(see Magazine of art.
Oct .1389 5 12:383.
)
MOTTIER AND SON. n. d. W. Pitcaim Knowles. n.p.
No text. Corot and Mill et
.




"A" No text Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 72.
THE PERRY PICTURESi 623.
MOTHER AND CHILD.
FROM PAINTING BY MILLET. 1814-1875.
r> 7
.
^ No text. Mollett, J : W,
Painters of Barbizon. Ici90, 1:20.
NESTLINGS
. 1860. Lille museum, Lille, France.
No text, corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 34.)
^ Low, W; H.
»
Century of painting. (see McClure.May 1896^
6:505.) • .
NE?/ BORN CAJ.F. 1864. Pield collection. Art Institute, Chic-
ago, Illinois,
"w No text^ l i. ^^^^ America, Sept .1896, 6;4.
l^"^ No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 12.
)
irRW BORN LAMB. n.d. Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois.
J^ '^^Notext, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 40
.
No text. Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo., Sept,l8b0, 20;745,)
* '''''' Sheldon, G. W.




No text, Sansier, Alfred,
J«an Francois Millet peasnnt and painter,
(see Scribner's mo., 8«pt.lc3dO, 20:749.)
NOVidvffiER, EVENING, 1870.
^ Toms©n, Arthur,
A few of the less known pictures of Jean
Francois Millet. (see Art journal, Oct. 1901,
53;310-11.)
NOVEKBRB; SOIR, see NOVEMBER; EVENING.
OEDIPUS BEING TAKEN FROM TKE TREE. 1845. M. E. Otlet, Brus-
sels, Belgium,
C. Carr, J. C,
Corot and Millet. (see Contemporary rev.,
June 1875, 26:166. )




Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo ., Oct .1880 ^ 20:833, 835.)
OLD V/OOIMAN, see WOOHtAN.
THE PERRY PICTURES. 521. FROM PAINTING BY MILLET. 18l*-lS?5.
FEEDING HER BIRDS.
59 .
PARISH CHIJRCH AT GRJU'/ILLK. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
-^Notext, Brownell. W; C.
French) art, 1901. p. 56.
^ NoUxt, Corot and Mil] et. (see Studio; special winter number
190P-3, plate 31
. )
-j^ No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:493,
PASTORAI.E.
No text. Muther, Richard.
Histon^ of modern painting. 1896. 2:4^1.
PAYSAil GRSITAKT UN ARBRB. see GRAP'TSR.
PAYSANNE ALLAITANT. 1860. Louvre, Paris,
^ (L#) Taux Millet" du Louvre. { see L ' illustration,
26 Sept. 1896, 108;256.
)
PHAGE MAKER,




^ No text. Mollett, J; W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890, 1:30.
PEASANT GRAFTING A TREE, see Grafter.
THE PERRY PICTURES.
THE WOOD CHOPPER.
FROM DRAWING 9r MlllFT, 1814-1S75.
CO
PEASANT RflH^OSING, see MAIJ WITH A HDE.
PEASANT WOMAN.
No text, n J- m TTGootjyear, W: H,
Renaissance and modem art, 1894, p,275,
PKASAIJTS GOirCi TO WORK, see GOING TO WORK.
PEASANTS RETURNING HOME, see RETURN OJ LABORERS
«
(LB) PETITE BERGERE, see NEW BORN LAMB.
PHSBUS ET BOREE. n.d, M. H«nri Rouart, Paris.
THT No text
Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 25,
)
PIG KILLERS. 1867, M, Hecht, Paris,
C Alexandre, Arsene.
Jean Francois Millet, (see Studio; special
winter number 1902-3, p. 13.)
^ ^ Notext, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter numb«r
1902-3, plate 35,
^ Notext. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:490.
Wheelwright, Edward.
Recollections of Jean i'rancois Millet, (see
Atlantic mo., Sept.iave, 38:275-76.)

PLAIN Oi' BARBIZON. n.d. Private collection. Mew York.
Noiexi, Sensier, Alfred.
J«an Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
.(see Scribner's mo., Oct.lyaOj 20:838.)
PLOUGHED FIELD.
No text Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:477.
PORTRAIT 0? HIMSjSLF, see MILLET (PORTRAIT).
(LB) POT-AU-Fmi.




Notext, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 5. ) •
POTATO PLAiTTERS, 1862. A.Quincy Shaw, Boston, Mass,
Champlin, J: D. and Perkins, C: C,
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900. 3:463.
Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 4.
)
Masters in art. 1900, p. 35, and plate 10.
No text
B.





Recollections of Jean Francois Millet, (see




No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-5, plate 73. )
REAPKR
.




Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo,, iJov.l880j 21:104.)
RSTURIT or LABORERS. n.d. Borie collection, New York.
^ No text. Sensier, Alfred.
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo. , Sept, 1860 ^ 20:741,)
RIDING LKSSON, 1844.
Moilett, J: W.
Painters of tarbizon. 1890, 1:19.
RUTH AND BOAZ. n.d. Martin Brimmer, Boston, Mass.





J9an J'Yancois Mill«t. (see Studio; special
winter number 1902-3, p. 8.)
SA7/ySRS, see WOOE ^XWmS,
SKA.




SKA WSWD GATHI5RBRS, n.d. Humphrey Roberts, Kensington,Lond,
^ No text. Corot andMillet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 58.
Stephens, F, G.
Mr, Humphrey Roberts's collection, (see
Magazine of art, 1896 , 19:127.)
(LB) SmJiJIJR, see SOWER.
SiSWING WOMAN.
^ No text. Edouard Irere and sympathetic art in France, (see
Harper's mo. magazine, Nov, 1871, 43; 805,)
SHERP AND COW GRAZING, 1849.
'l^T Notext, Corot andMillet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 57 , )

64.
SHE35P BKING SHRiARED, see SIIRKP SHRARING.
SHI5RP STIRARRRS. 1860, Quincy A. Shaw, Boston, Mass,
Champlin* J: D. and Perkins. C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900, 4:174,
yif No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 70,)
Hunt, W. M,
Talks on art. 1887, p. 38, 60. 91.
Low. W: H,
Century of painting, (see McClure. May
1896^ 6:500.)
1^ l^r Masters in art, 1900. p. 35, and plate 9,
No text. Millet, Pierre.
Story of Millet's early life. (see Century
Jan. 1893, 23:385.)
^ No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:34.
^ Sensier, Alfred.
Jean Francois Mille^j peasant and painter,








SHEKP SHTCARING. 1061, William Schaus, New York.
^' Champlin, J: D. and Parkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900, 4:174,
S«nsier, Alfred.
J«an Francois Millet; peasant and painter,




^Notext. Studio, Aug,1902, 26:223,




History of modern painting. 1896. 2:472
SHHIPHERD AT THR PEN AT NIGHT FALL.
^ No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting, 1396, 2:476
SHEPHBRD GIRT. SPITTTTING, n,d. Dr. T,W, T,Laurence, n.p.
1^ No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 51 , )
SHEPHERDESS,
"i^ No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3. opposite plate 59.)
SITKPHERDESS,
No text Mollett.J:W, Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:16.
*
f;6.
SHEP^IERnESS, n.d. Constantine lonides. London.
If Monkhouse, Cosmo,
The Constantine lonides collection, (see
Magazine of art, Dec, 18^3, 7:40,43.)
No text. Tomson, D. C.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Nov,18B9, 12:403.)
SHRPHRRI3SSS, see also KNITTING STiRPHERDESS
.
SHEPHERDESS, see also LITTLK SHKPHRRDESS.
SHKPHBRDE3S AlTD HRR S^-IK35P
,
No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:485,
No text, Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo .,Oct .1880 , 20:825,)
SHSPHERJ3RSS KNITTING.
No text,
corot andMillet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, p. 16, )
No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting, 1896, 2:486,








Notexi, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 47.)
SHEPHERDESS SEATED, n.d. lonides bequest. South Kensington
London.
No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 53.
)
SIESTA. n.d. British museum, London.
No text. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 1 ,
)
SKETCHES, (trial). lonides bequest. South Kensington,Lond.
Notexi, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plates 52, 55.)
(LB) SOMMEIL DE vijIJS,
Tomson, Arthur,
A few of the less known pictures of Jean





Notext. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 16,)

SOWER. 1850. W. H, Vanderbilt, New York.
C. B. Carr, J. C.
Corot and Millet. (see Contemporary review
June lb75, 26;167 . )
Champlin, J: T3. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters, 1900, 4:206,
M 'At No text, Corot and Millet. {see Studio; special winter number
1902-3. p, 8.)
No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 44.)
No text. Eaton. Wyatt.
Recollections of Jean Francois Millet, (see
Century, May 1889, 16:96.)
^ Low, W: H.
Century. of painting. (see McClure, May
1896, 6:509.)
^ C. Masters in art, 1900. p. 32, and plate 1,
Mollett, J: W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:33-34.
^ Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting. 1896. p.4G8,
489.
'A'Notext. Roberts, W.
Art sales of the season. (see Magazine of
art. Not,1900^ 25:26.)
THE PERRY PICTURES. 510.
THE SOWER,




Jean Francois Millet j peusant and iminter.
(see Scribner(s mo Nor. 1880
, 21:1, 104-106.)
Sentiment. (see Progress. Nov. 1900, 6:121 -2?>,)
Originally printed in J : C. VanDyke's Art for
art's sake. 1893. p. 32-54.)
Stranahan. Mrs. C. C. (Tliarrison. )
History of French painting. 1893. p. 371-2.
Tomson, D. C.
Barbizon school
. (see Ma^zine of art,
Oct. 1889, 12:378-79^ Nov,1889, 12:398.)
Van3>^ke. J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 184,
No fext.
SPINNER, n.d. Georges Petit, Paris,




Masters in art, 1900, p. 34, and plate 7.
Millet, Pierre.
Millet's life at Barbizon. (see Century
April 1894, 25:912. )
if Not«xt. Mollett, J: W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 1:24.
if No text. Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter.

70.
(see Scribner's mo Sept ,18(30
,
?>0:740.)
SPRINGTIJ^iE. n.d. Louvre, Paris.
No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-»5, plate 32.)
No text. Muther, Richard.
History'- of modern painting. 1896. 2;492.
^ No .;x Progress, Not, 1900, 6:113.
SPRINGTIME, n.d. Societe anonyme galeries Georges Petit,
Paris.




No text Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 3. )
STUIY FROM NATURE,
r No text, Low, W: H.




A few of the less known pictures of Jean
Francois Millet, (see Art journal, Oct .1901,

71,
TEAC^aNO im BABY TO WALK, see FIRST STKPS,
THRKSTUNG, n.d. British museum^London
.
Notext, Corot. and Millet, (see Studio; specijil winter number
1902-^, plate 2.
)
(LA) TONDEUSJ? DE MOUTONS, see SHEKP SHEAEERS,
TONTE EES MOUTONS* see SHREP SRSARING.
TRAVELLERS
,
Notext. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 8,)
TRIAL SKETCHES, see SKETCHES, (trial.)
TRUSSING.
Notext, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 67
. )
( ES) TUSURS E COCHONS, see PIG KILLERS.
TWO COWS.
Notext. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 56.)
TWO lirm DIGGING, see DIGGERS.




(I.A) VKILLKR, see VTGII,
.
VER-VERT, THR PARROT OF THR JJUZir
,
>^Notext. Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-5, page 4
. )
VIGIL, 1856. British museum, I.ondon.
No text, Corot and Millet, (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 59;
)
Moll ett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 1:36.
VINE DRJCSSER RESTING.
No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting. 1896. 2:466,
. WAITING, 1860.
Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo,, Dec. 1880 ^ 21:196,}
WASHRRWCl^IAN
. n.d. M. Thorny Thi e'^ry, Paris.
^ (La) collection Thorny Thiers^ au Louvre ^see (L)il-
lustration, Iteb.igOS, 120:70-71.)











Jean Irancois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo
. ,
Sept .IBtiO 5 20:742.)
WASraUG DAY, see WASHRRWOHtAN
.
WATER CARHIKR. n.d. W. H. Vanderbilt, New York.
Alexandre, Arsene.
Jean Francois Millet, (see Studio; special
winter niamber 1902-3, p.lO.)
Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Irancois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo. .Bec.lSbO, 21:195.)
Stranahan, Mrs. C, C. (Harrison.)
History of French painting. 1893. p. 371.
B. "Wheelwright, Edward.
Recollections of Jean irancois Millet. (see
Atlantic mo., Sept, 1876
J 38:271.)
WIIINO¥ER, n.d. W, Pitcairn Knowles, n.p.
C. Alexandre, Arsene.
Jean Francois Millet. (see Studio ; special
winter number 1902-3, p. 8.)

74,
'^C No text, Corot and Millet.
, (see Studio; special winter niunber
1902-5, plate 26.)
'A' No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting, lb9G. 2:465.
WINTER.
Alexandre, Arsene,
Jean JYancois Millet. (see Studio; special
winter number 1902-3. p. 14,)
WINTER.
VanDyk*, J: C,
Modem i rench masters. 1896. p. 190.
WOMAN AND CHILD, see MOTHER AND CIITLD.
WOMAN ASLEKP.




Note.. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 19.)
'A No text. Sensier, Alfred.
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo Oct .1880 ^ 20:830.)
WOMAN BRINGING HOME MILK, see MILK CARRIER.

75.
WOMAN CTniRNING, see CHTTRNKR.
WOM/.N FKRDING CTCCCKKNS.
^ No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting. 1896. 2:487.
WOl-IAN GOING TO DRAW WATER, see WATER CARRIER.
WOMAN KJaTTING, see SHEPHERDESS KNITTING.
WOMAN LEADING HER COW TO GPj^SS. 1859. Private collection,
Boston, Mass.
Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 6.
)
Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizcn. 1890. 1:37-38.
Muther, Richard.
Histori^ of modem painting. 1896. 2:475,
489. Same,
Arts for America, Nov. 1896, 6:87.
WOMAN MILKING A COW,
'A' No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:491.







^Notexi Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, plate 46.
)
WOMAN SiSWING BY LAMPLIGTIT. 1B53. M. Tabourier, Paris.
Cartwright, Julia,
Madame Millet, (see Art journal, 1895,
47:73.)
Masters in art. 1900. p. 33, and plate 2.
VanDyke, J: C.
Modern French masters . 1896. p. 180.
4
WOMAN SIIFARIITG A SliREP, see SHEARERS.
WOk/vN SPINNING, see SFIl^TNER
.
WOMAN TENDING A COW, see WOLUN LEADING BER COW TO GRASS.
WOMEIT BRINGING HOME CLOTHES A>'TER WASHING, see WASHERWOMEN
WOOD GATrWRER.
No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting, 1896. 2:479.
WOOD SAWYERS, n.d. Constantine lonides, London.
'A' No text, Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 27,)
B. Keppel, Frederick. A notable masterpiece by Millet,




The Constantine Jonides collection. (see
MagHzint of art, l»ec.lb63, 7; 37.)
No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modem painting. 189r). 2:461.
Royal academy's new departure, (see Nation, 6 Feb.
1896, 62:115.)
No text, Tomson, D. c.
Barbizon school. (see Magazine of art,
Kov.18.J9, 12:400.)
WOOIMAN.
No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter niunber
1902-3, plate 18,
)
^ No text. Sensier, Alfred.






WOOL CARDER, 1862. Mrs. Paran Steyens, ITew York.
Chsunplin, J: B. and Perkins, C: C.
Cyclopedia of painters. 1900. 4:447,
'A' No text. Corot and Millet. (see Studio; special winter number
1902-3, opposite plate 22,)
No text Sensier, Alfred,
Jean Francois Millet; peasant and painter,
(see Scribner's mo ., Oct .1880 j 20:832.)

yOTJNG SHRPHKRDESS. n , d, Societe anon^'me dee galeries
Georges Petit, Paris,






Century of painting, (see McClure, May
1896, 61511.)
PIERRE ETIENNE THEODORE ROUSSEAU,
15 Apr. 1812-22 Dec. 1867.
BANKS Oy THE LOIRE, n,d. M. Thomy Thie'ry, Paris.
^ (ia) collection Thorny ThieVy au Louvre. (see (L)il-
lustration, 1 Feb. 1902, 120:70.)
No text. Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 1:69,
CHARCOAL BURNER'S HUT. 1850. Secretan collection, Paris.
No text. VanDyke, J: C.





Modem French masters. 1896. p,l?.4-r).
COAST OP GRANVILLE. 1833. Louvre. Paris.
Mollett, J:
Painters olBarbizon. 1890. 1:54-5,72-3.
Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:391.
c6tef; m GRANVIU.]?. see COAST OF GRAUVILLK.
(LIS) COUCPWR m SOLEIL. see STINS^T
.
DESCENT OF COWS FROM THE JURA MOUNTAINS. 1835. Louvre, Par.
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 1:59-61.
Tomson, D. C.
Barbizon school. (see Magazin* ©f art,
Oct. 1888, 11:388.)
DESCENTe)dkS VACHRIS, see DESCENT OF COWS FROM THE JIURA
MOUNTAINS
.
EDGE OF THE FOREST OF FONTAIiSjLEAU
. 1855, Louvre, Paris.
^ No text. Low, W: H.





JSVENINO. n.d. Defoer collection,Paris
.
Noie.t. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. ltJ96, 2:3cio.
r No te-' Tomson, D. C ,
Bartizon school, (see Magazine of art,
Oct.lbdaj ll;3dV.)
J'ARIA, n.d, J , D, Garland, n.p.
No text j^a^^ Charles de.
Theodore Rousseau and the French landscape
school. (see Century, yeb.la9l3 19:573,)
ilollett, J: W,
Painters of Barhizon. 1890. 1 :bl .
TENS IH THE LANDBS, 1859. Hartmann collection. Paris,
No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:390.
(LA) ySRME, see (THR) FARM.
FLOOD. n.d. Constant ine I oni des,London
.
No text, Mollett, J: W,
Painters of Barbizon. 1890, 1:59.
r No text Monkhouse, Cosmo,
Constantine lonides collection. (see Maga
zine of art, Dec. 1883, 7:42*-43.)

PORKST SKIRTS OF TTIR MOirTS GIRARD.
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. Id90. 1:72.
(I.E) GIVRE, see HOAR J^ROST.
ar^ADK IF THE FOREST OF FOHTAII^LEAU, see SUNSET.






No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:387.
HELLOCK, JEAN DE PARIS, see JEAN DE PARIS.
HOAR FROST. 1845. W.T .Walters.Baltimore.Md.
Low, ¥: H.
Century of painting. (see McClure, April
1896^ 6:474.)
B. Van%ke, J: C.
ifodern French masters , 1896. p. 123-24.
IN AUVERGNE. 1835.
* No text, Tomsdn, D. C.




JKAN DF. PARIS. 1848. Secratan coll 'iction, Pari s .
Mollett, J : W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:69.
^ No text Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:582.
LANLRCAPR.
T^r No text jJlgin, R. M.
Painters of the Barbizon school. (see
Chautauquan, ^eb.lQOO, 30:477.)
LANDSCAPE, (Wallace collection), see SUNSJ^T
.
(LA) LISIERR, see FOREST SKIRTS OF THE MONTS GIRARD.
MARAIS DES LANDES» see MARSH IN THE LAi^DBS
.
(LA) MARE, see the POOL.
MARSH I?r THE LA-'TDES . 1855. Louvre, Paris.
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:73.
MORITING ON THE 01 SE,
Van3^ke, J: C.
Modem French masters . 1896. p. 122.






Histor:>' of i'rench painting. Ib93. p.PAb,
OAKS IN THR GORGKF? n? APRKMONT
. 1655. Louvre, Pari 3.
Mollett, J: W,
Painters of Barbizon. lt39C. 1:71-72.
OAKS III THE LANDF!S; HITS.
'A' No text Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting, 1896. ?, ;379 .
PAYSAGE DJ5S BORDS m LA L0IRI5, see BANKS OP THE LOIRE.
PICARUy VILLAGE. see VILLAGE OF BECi^UIGNY IN PICARUiT.
PLAIN OP COURANCES IN GATINAIS.
^ No text Muther, Richard,
History ©f modern painting. 1896, 2; 380.




Painters of Barhizon. 1890, 1:64,
'A' No tevi Muther, Richard,
History ©f modern painting. 1896. 2:3(85.

ci4




^ No text. M0ll«t,t, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. Id90 , 1:51.
^ No i- Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. Ib96
. 2; 356
RAVINJ8R or APREMONT. n.d. M. Manriont«l .Paris
.
^ No text. Kay, Charles de.
Theodore Rousseau and the French landscape
school, (see Century, Peb.1891% 19:569.)
^ No text, vanDyke. J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896, p,120.
RECOLLECTION OF VimSLLE,
No text. Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting. 1896. 2:591
ST. MICHAET/S MOUNT, n,d. Cornelius Vanderbilt. New York.
No text. Ka^r, Charles de,
Theodore Rousseau and the French landscape
school. (see Century, Feb. 1891, 19:572.)
it ^oL VanlVke, J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 124,
SHAI.LOW RIVER,







No text Tomson, D. C.
Bar"bizon school, (see Magazin* of art,
Oct. 1888, 11; 390.)
(LE) SOIR, see EVENING.
SPRING.
No text Barbizon school; landscapists and animalists
.
(see
Progress, May 1901, 7:520.)
SUMMER AJTERNOON.
Stranahan, Mrs. C. C. (Harrison.)
History of Prench painting. 1893, p. 242,
SUNSET, 1848. Wallace collection, Hartford House, Lon don
.
'A' No text. Brownell, W; C.
French art . 1901. p. 52. Originally
printed in Scribner's mag. , Oct .1892 12:442,
'^Notext Larousse, P. A.
Nouyeau Larousse , n.d. 3:326,
^ No '.^ Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting, 1896. 2:384,
No '9 New York( state ) -University -Home education dept.
Traveling pictures. 1900. p. 348.

56
* B Phillips, Claude.
Wallace collection; French pictures, {eea
Art journal. May 1902, 54:141-42.)
^ Tomson, D« C.
Barbizon school, (see Magazine of art,
0ct.l8B8, 11;386, 391.)
VanDyke. J: C,
Modern Prench masters, ld96, p,122-25.
TWILIGTJT. n.d, Calvin S. Brice, Cincinnati, 0.
llr No text Kay, Charles de ,
Theodore Rousseau and the French landscape
school, [see Century, Feb.lSQlj 19:576.)
No t VanByke, J : C
,
Modern Prench masters, 1896. p. 126.
VAIiLKTif OP TIPPAUGKS. n.d, Frederick L, Ames,Boston,Mass
,
VanDj^ke, J: C.
Modern Prench masters. 1896, p,121,
VIEW OP THE CHAIN OP MONT BLANC IN A STORM.
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:58.
VILLAGE, 1864. Hartmann collection,Paris
,
Mollett, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon. 1890. 1:79,80,82

VILLAGE OF BRCQ,TJIGNY IN PICAR]7f
.
N^, Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting, 1896. 2:381,
Tomson, D. C,
Barbizon school, (see Magazine of art,
Oct. 1888 3 11:389-91.)
VILLAGE OF FALGOII.
Mollatt, J: W.
Painters of Barbizon, 1890. 1:52,
CONSTANT TROYON
,
28 Aug.1810-21 Feb. 1865.
(LA) BARRIfiRE. n,d. M, Thoiqy Thiery. Paris,
Note^ (La) collection Thorny Thiery au Louvre. (see 1/ ill us
tration, 1 Feb, 1902^ 120:71,)
BOEUFS SE RENDANT AU LABOUR, see OXEN GOING TO WORK.
CATTLE. n,d, Glasgow corporation art gallery, Glasgow,
Scotland,
No t€
Magazine of art, iftoA 7 q . ;^9 i .

CATTIiB. n.d. HiAmphrey Robert-B, Kensington, London,
No text, Stephens, F. G.
Mr, Humphrey Roberts's collection. (see
Magazine of art, lb96, 19:125.)





CATTI.S GOING TO LABOR, .see OXEN GOING TO WORK.
COW SCRATCraiTG HE1RSEE.F
.
No text, Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting. 1896, 2:442
COWS GRAZING IN NORMANIY, see NORMANIY CATTLE.
CROSSING THK STREAM.
No text. Muther, Richard.
History of modern painting, lb96. 2:4Sb.
(LE) GUE.
No text. Stranahan, Mrs. C, C. (Harrison.)
History of French painting. Ib93. p,246
HOLLAND CATTLE AND LANDSCAPE. Metropolitan museum. New York
f VanDyke, J : C
.




LANDSCAPE. n.d. Mtssrs, Agn«w, n.p.
No i«M Roberts, W.
Art sales of ti^e season, (seo Magazine of
art. Not. 1900
. 25;27 . )
NORMANDSf CATTLE. n.d. J . H. Stebbins. New York.
'A'Nou Muther, Richard,
History of modern painting, 1896. 2:440,
OXEN GOING TO WORK. 1855. Louvre, Paris.
-^Notext Barbizen school. (see Progress, May 1901, 7:523.)
Baschet, Ludovic.
(le) Louvre et le Luxembourg. n,d, p,5(3.
V "y^ El gin , 31 . .M
.
Painters of the Barbizon school. (see
Chautauquan, Feb. 1900, 50:477, 480.)
-y*. Larousse, P . A.
Nouveau Larousse , n,d. 2:132,
Muther, Richard,
History of modem painting, 1896, 2:441,
452,
Stephens, F, G,
Mr, Humphrey Roberts's collection. (see
Magazine of art, 1896 , 19:124.)
C. B. VanI)yke,J:C.
Modern Trench masters , 1896. p. 148.
i
90
KRTURN TO Hm) FARM. Ibb9 , Louvre, Paris.
Kmtry, M. P..
How to enjoy pictures. cl89B, p,59-(i3.
No text l£uther» Richard,
Historj^ of modern painting. 1696. 2:469,
^0 fevt N«w York ( state ) -University -Home education dept.
Traveling pictures. 1900. p. 352.
(LA) VALLRR LA TOUqilRS, see VALLICf OF LA TOUQ,UE:. ,
VALLISy OF LA TOUQUE. n,d. M. Durand-ruel
.
Hiatt, Charles.
Troyon exhibition at Goupils, (see Artist
July 1894 5 15:250.)
No text, VanLyke, J: C.
Modern French masters. 1896. p. 148,
VIEW ON THE FRENCH COAST, n.d. Messrs. Agnew, n,p.
No text Art sales of the season. (see Magazine of art» Dec.
1899^ 24:29.)
WATERING PLACE.
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